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**BrowZine:** The USM Libraries have subscribed to this free web (or mobile) application that you can use to browse, read, or create a bookshelf of your favorite scholarly journals to which USM subscribes. Have you tried it yet? The link is under Journals on the library homepage, or click and bookmark this. For ease, you’ll see Molecular Biology journals grouped under Biological Sciences but do explore the other subjects!

**RefWorks** is upgrading to a new web-based model that allows multiple attachments to your references. You will want to migrate your citations before the “legacy” version is gone. FMI: New RefWorks guide.

**Blackboard Sites:** I can put a customized folder of course-related resources in your Blackboard site if you’d like. Contact me if you are interested. (Requires instructor access.)

**Research Guide for NAS students:** This library subject guide is being edited for clarity and usefulness. Can you find your favorite links? If not, let me know.

**Writing tutors** are available online or in person. I can offer assistance with APA or other styles.

The **Annual Reviews Online** is offering complimentary access to a special collection of articles on Cancer and Public Health, including from their newest journal, the Annual Review of Cancer Biology.

Don’t forget that USM subscribes to the database **JOVE: the Journal of Visualized Experiments** for Chemistry and Environment.
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**DID YOU KNOW?**

- Individual consultations with students (and faculty) can be done via email, face to face, or online.
- Interlibrary Loan average turnaround time has decreased from days to hours! Don’t let “not available online” discourage you.
- More than 60,000 USM documents were downloaded last year from our Digital Commons! Faculty and student publications and posters get high visibility.
- E-Reserve links can be placed directly in your Blackboard courses.
- I can assist you in setting up research alerts in our databases.